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Activities 

1. Fill in the blanks below to complete the sentences with There is/there are. 

(Preencha os espaços para completar as frases com There is/There are) 

 1. _______________________ a library next to the park.  

2. All the students went home. _______________________ students in the 

classroom.  

3. _______________________ 50 states in the United States.  

4. No, _______________________ polar bears at the South Pole.  

5. A: _____________________ a message for me? B: No, 

______________________.  

6. Why _______________________ so many cars in the parking lot?  

7. A: I’m hungry. B: _______________________ a restaurant across the 

street.  
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8. How many days _______________________ in March, thirty or thirty-

one?  

9. _______________________ a few things I have to do this afternoon.  

10. A: _______________________ a post office nearby? B: I’m sorry, I don’t 

know.  

11. _______________________ something I can help you with?  

12. No, _______________________ public holidays next month.  

13. How many countries _______________________ in the world?  

2. Look at the picture and decide if each statement is true or false. (olhe as frases e 

decida se cada afirmação é verdadeira ou falsa).  

 

1. There are seven people in the picture. TRUE / FALSE  

2. There is a cat on a chair. TRUE / FALSE  

3. There is a woman standing behind a sofa. TRUE / FALSE  

4. There aren’t any cups on the table. TRUE / FALSE  

5. There are some books under the coffee table. TRUE / FALSE  

6. There is a small chair in front of the coffee table. TRUE / FALSE  

7. There aren’t any children in the living room. TRUE / FALSE  

8. There are some flowers in front of a man. TRUE / FALSE  

9. There is a fan in the picture. TRUE / FALSE  

10. There is a small dog next to a chair. TRUE / FALSE 
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